Call for Papers

Neurodegenerative Diseases

Systemic viral infection and neurodegenerative brain damage – current concepts relating to a possibly pathogenic interaction.

The journal Neurodegenerative Diseases invites you to submit your research article and reviews covering the current concepts and research data on a possibly pathogenic interaction between systemic viral infection and neurodegenerative brain damage. Submissions on effects of coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 infection, but also systemic infection caused by other microorganisms are welcome. The thematic focus on SARS-CoV-2 will contribute to a better understanding of the possible harmful long-term effects of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) on the central nervous system.

For this call for participation, we welcome original publications and review papers.

Neurodegenerative Diseases is now a Transformative Journal. The Transformative Journal model supports authors by fulfilling all Open Access mandates and drives forward the Open Access transition while maintaining publishing choices for authors. Authors can choose to publish Open Access at a very competitive fee using Karger Publisher's Author's Choice™ service.

Editor-in-Chief
Paul G. Unschuld – University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

General submission Guidelines
Submissions open May 2021. Please choose the focus section “Systemic viral infection and neurodegenerative brain damage” when submitting your manuscript and add a mention in your submission letter. Submit here.

For further information please see guidelines for authors
For a general author information go to resources for authors